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Land of Enchantment Andrews McMeel Publishing
For a Limited Time, download the first book in this completed series
FREE! They can’t spend their whole lives running from love⋯ Jo
Young can’t afford to fall in love again. She tried that once, and he
turned out to be so dangerous, she almost didn’t survive it. It’s no
wonder she’s guarded. She refuses to be blinded by some guy’s
charms, and she’ll do whatever it takes to avoid ever feeling that kind
of bone-deep regret again. But every time Colton walks into the bar she
runs with her father, his smile lights something up inside her that she
thought she’d lost a long time ago. Colton Tucker is the life of the
party. The guy you come to when you want to have a good time, no
strings attached. But when he starts working for Jo, he can’t help but
want something more. No matter how hard he tries to break through the
walls she’s built around herself, though, she keeps putting them right
back up. He’s an open book, and she’s hiding from everyone, but
deep down, they’re both terrified of getting hurt. When tragedy strikes
close to home, will they learn to lean on each other? Or will the fear of
regret push them apart forever? This is Book 5 of the Fairhope Small
Town Romance series, Each book in the Fairhope series can stand-
alone, but you'll see updates on your favorite characters throughout
each book, so read them in order to get the most out of the series! 1)
The Trouble With Goodbye (*FREE) 2) The Moment We Began 3) A
Season For Hope 4) The Fear of Letting Go 5) A Life With No Regrets
6) The Trouble With I Do
The Junction of Sunshine and Lucky Independently
Published
The USA Today and Top 10 bestseller It's never too

late to change... After a health scare, 77 year-old
spinster Barbara goes to convalesce in the sleepy
picture-perfect English country village of Winsley
Green with her sister Pauline. The sisters are
chalk and cheese - Barbara, outspoken and aloof
and Pauline, good natured and homely – so it’s not
long before the tension starts to rise. When
Pauline accidentally knocks down a vagrant called
Bisto Mulligan, the ladies find themselves with
another houseguest. As he recovers, it becomes
apparent that Bisto is not who he first seemed
and, as the sisters get to know the kind and
courageous man he really is, it’s clear Bisto
could change both of their lives. As the spring
turns to summer, and the English countryside comes
to life, can the three friends make the changes
they need to, to embrace fresh starts, new loves,
new journeys and new horizons. Or do old habits
die too hard? Funny, joyful and with a spring in
its step that reminds you to live every day like
it’s your last. Judy Leigh has once again written
the perfect feel-good novel for all fans of
Jennifer Bohnet, Rebecca Raisin and Cathy Hopkins.
Praise for Judy Leigh’s books:‘Brilliantly funny,
emotional and uplifting’ Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely
. . . a book that assures that life is far from
over at seventy' Cathy Hopkins bestselling author
of The Kicking the Bucket List 'Brimming with
warmth, humour and a love of life... a wonderful
escapade’ Fiona Gibson, bestselling author of The
Woman Who Upped and Left What readers are saying
about The Old Girls’ Network: ’Loved this from
cover to cover pity I can only give this 5 stars
as it deserves far more.’ ’The story’s simply
wonderful, the theme of second chances will
resonate whatever your age, there’s something for
everyone among the characters, and I do defy
anyone not to have a tear in their eye at the
perfect ending.’ ’With brilliant characters and

hilarious antics, this is definitely a cosy read
you'll not want to miss.’ ’This is just one of
those books that makes you feel good about being
alive!’ ’I thoroughly enjoyed The Old Girls’
Network. I’d certainly be up for reading a sequel
*hint hint*’ ’A lovely read of how life doesn't
just end because your getting old.’ ’A great feel-
good and fun story that made me laugh and root for
the characters.’

Turn Around Penguin
The tales in Bedtime Stories for Dogs are written just the way
dogs like things—they're short and simple, they have happy
endings, they usually involve food, and they frequently refer to
things that smell really awful. Each one of these stories was
proofed (and woofed) by the author's two wiener dogs: "If they
didn't give a story two paws up and two tails wagging, it was
back to the drawing board," she says. This is the perfect treat for
anyone: *Whose dog has control of the remote (and flips when
watching dog food commercials) *Whose dog occasionally
allows him to sleep in the bed (but only if he doesn't hog the
covers!) *Who doesn't even notice the dog hairs in their food
*Who carries their dog when he gets winded Anyone who has a
canine companion will want this charming book. It's a bow-wow
bedtime bible!
Phenomenal University of Missouri Press
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is
taken to become the proteg�e of the mysterious
Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in
the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can
destroy the monsters of the Fold.
The Hedgerow Henry Holt and Company
In the long-awaited sequel to Anne Leigh Parrish's An
Open Door, Edith Sloan navigates life after leaving her
dull, demanding husband, Walter, for Henry, a well-off
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British peer. The bookstore she owns on Harvard Square,
The Turned Page, thrives under her management, and
prospects for a publishing venture take shape. As 1949
comes to an end, and with her sights trained on a new
decade, Edith struggles with stifling social conventions,
unreliable men, and an unforeseen circumstance that
might ruin everything.
A Summer Morning Dial Books for Young Readers
How could liberalism and apartheid coexist for decades in our
country, as they did during the first half of the twentieth
century? This study looks at works by such writers as Thomas
Dixon, Erskine Caldwell, Zora Neale Hurston, William
Faulkner, and Ralph Ellison to show how representations of
time in southern narrative first accommodated but finally
elucidated the relationship between these two political
philosophies. Although racial segregation was codified by U.S.
law, says Leigh Anne Duck, nationalist discourse downplayed
its significance everywhere but in the South, where apartheid
was conceded as an immutable aspect of an anachronistic
culture. As the nation modernized, the South served as a
repository of the country's romantic notions: the region was
represented as a close-knit, custom-bound place through
which the nation could temper its ambivalence about the
upheavals of progress. The Great Depression changed this.
Amid economic anxiety and the international rise of fascism,
writes Duck, "the trope of the backward South began to
comprise an image of what the United States could become."
As she moves from the Depression to the nascent years of the
civil rights movement to the early cold war era, Duck explains
how experimental writers in each of these periods challenged
ideas of a monolithically archaic South through innovative
representations of time. She situates their narratives amid
broad concern regarding national modernization and
governance, as manifest in cultural and political debates,
sociological studies, and popular film. Although southern
modernists' modes and methods varied along this trajectory,
their purpose remained focused: to explore the mutually
constitutive relationships between social forms considered
"southern" and "national."
The Moon Won't Be Dared Knopf Books for Young Readers
As 34-year-old Timothy Dugan makes his way through life, he
is beset by a growing list of problems. His girlfriend, a full-time
college student, wants to have a baby, he hates his job, and
his mother announces that she and his father, long divorced,
plan to remarry. He copes by drinking too much. When his

mother suggests it's time for another round of therapy, Timothy
loudly resists. He knows his outlook is sour and vows to do
better. Then Harcourt, a former fraternity brother, presents him
with an attractive business opportunity to get in on a home-
building business, and things start to look up. Timothy happily
resigns his position as manager of the local GAP store.
Harcourt, however, has a bad habit of cutting corners to save
money and things fall apart. Timothy feels the best way to get
his feet back under him is to nail things down with Sam, so he
buys her an insanely expensive engagement ring she says is
all wrong. She comes around to the idea of marriage after
meeting Melissa, Timothy's former girlfriend, who has a son
Timothy didn't know about. Timothy's feelings are stirred up by
Melissa's presence, and he goes into a slow-motion train
wreck. Promise after promise is broken until Sam reaches a
breaking point. She's committed to Timothy, but their future is
dark. Will her love light the way again? Or has she finally had
enough?
Heartless Prince Penguin
Kirkus Reviews calls an open door, "An adroit, dry-witted tale about
a strong-willed woman trying to live her life." It's 1948 and the
freedom granted women by the Second World War is gone. Edith
Sloan, earning her doctorate, is told by her law student husband to
cancel her academic plans. His bright future requires a certain kind
of wife: one in the kitchen making dinner for important guests.
Frustrated and defiant, Edith leaves him but returns when his
begging letters become too much. Trapped by marriage and her
husband's ambition, Edith struggles to find her footing and the
means to her own survival.
In a Heartbeat Disney Electronic Content
Called to an isolated farm to check on an elderly widow,
Sheriff Bree Taggert finds a brutal double homicide. One
of the victims is Eugene Oscar, the bitter and corrupt
former deputy she recently forced out of the department....
Our Love Could Light the World She Writes Press
A man who lives by his oath. Webb Worthington is a member of an
elite brotherhood that is one of the world's deadliest warriors. For
him, life is black and white. Controlling chaos is in his blood. Loyalty
is his creed.A woman who lives to dream.Athena Bridges wants to
experience life to its fullest - make friends, create new memories,
and just have fun. For her, life is a prism of colors. Rules exist to be
broken. Taking chances is her doctrine.When danger arises, these
polar opposites find themselves standing on shaky ground - one
that will test just how far they will go to fight for what they believe in
and what price they will pay to save their hearts.Life is a
battlefield.Love is the endgame.They can't have both.What happens
next...is their story.*This book is intended for readers 17 and older

due to sexual situations and mature language. **This ends in a
cliffhanger, conclusion will be this late Summer/Fall 2017.
By the Wayside HarperCollins
A powerful and haunting debut novel about friendship, acceptance,
and learning to let go as the balance between the living and the
dead is upended, perfect for fans of We Were Liars. It's been more
than 50 years since a tornado tore through a drive-in movie theater
in tiny Mercer, Illinois, leaving dozens of teens -- a whole generation
of Mercerites -- dead in its wake. So when another tornado touches
down in the exact same spot on the anniversary of this small-town
tragedy, the town is shaken. For Brenna Ortiz, Joshua Calloway,
and Callie Keller, the apprehension is more than just a feeling.
Though they seem to share nothing more than a struggle to belong,
the teens' paths continue to intersect, bringing them together when
they least expect it, and perhaps, when they need it most. Both the
living and the dead have secrets and unresolved problems, but they
may be able to find peace and move forward--if only they work
together. A beautifully told, haunting yet hopeful novel about
pushing past the pain, facing the world, and finding yourself. Praise
for We Speak in Storms: "A hauntingly atmospheric coming-of-age
story . . . with fully realized characters, an empowering message,
and a highly satisfying conclusion." --SLJ "A lingering, quietly paced
story about the echoes of trauma and the persistence of hope."
--Booklist "This suspenseful novel . . . immediately grabs the
reader's attention . . . [Readers] will be eager to find out what
happens next." --SLC
Bedtime Stories for Dogs Leisure Time Books
"The true story of my journey from ordinary housewife to Canoe
Widow, Panama and prison"--Cover.
What is Found, What is Lost Life Bible Study
The staffers at Hope Springs Farm greet guests with smiles. But
trouble brews beneath their calm demeanors. Stella faces her first
crisis as an adoptive mom when a second-grade bully wreaks havoc
on Jazz’s life. When their beloved teacher is suspended on bogus
charges, Stella takes on the principal and the president of parents’
association. Ollie experiences crippling panic attacks as she
struggles to cope with her parents’ death. While she loves her new
friends at Hope Springs, her job as wellness center manager is a pit
stop on her journey of life. Her hopes soar when she discovers a
vineyard for sale in the nearby town of Lovely. But there’s a catch.
Why is the price of the property so low? Does it have to do with the
current owner’s ancient feud with his neighbor. Cecily is falling in
love with Parker. But she’s worried it’s too soon after breaking off
her engagement. Lyle begs for another chance, but Cecily isn’t
interested. Lyle’s advances become increasingly more aggressive,
placing Cecily’s life in danger. Presley’s baby is due in a few short
weeks. But she’s heard nothing from her country music star
husband in months. Is it possible the rumors are true? Could Everett
be having an affair with his attractive young co-star? Or is he hiding
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a more serious problem? The exciting conclusion of the bestselling
Hope Springs series where some journeys are ending while others
are just beginning.
Fallenness in Victorian Women's Writing Dead River Books
Maggie and Marta Dugan are identical twins. Their relationship has
the usual sisterly strains, until home alone one afternoon, Maggie
masquerades as Marta when a friend of hers drops by. The ruse is
quickly discovered, a rift between the sisters ensues, and they go
their separate ways. But living apart is hard; real independence
harder still. Will they come back together? How long until each
realizes she needs the other to feel whole?
Cassandra Brydges, Duchess of Chandos, 1670-1735
Harlequin
Auggie and her grandfather use found objects to transform the
appearance of their home and, in the process, change a whole
town's perceptions of beauty and art.
A Winter Night Penguin
Turn Around is a five-day-per-week devotional that uses
scripture as a springboard to reconsider what it means to give
sacrificially, generously, and immediately--many times, without
having to leave your own community.
A Simon and Schuster
For the first time, the remarkable couple depicted in The Blind Side
tells their own deeply inspiring story First came the bestselling book,
then the Oscar-nominated movie—the story of Michael Oher and the
family who adopted him has become one of the most talked-about
true stories of our time. But until now, Leigh Anne and Sean Tuohy
have never told this astonishing tale in their own way and with their
own words. For Leigh Anne and Sean, it all begins with family. Leigh
Anne, the daughter of a tough-as-nails U.S. Marshal, decided early
on that her mission was to raise children who would become
"cheerful givers." Sean, who grew up poor, believed that one day he
could provide a home that would be "a place of miracles." Together,
they raised two remarkable children—Collins and Sean Jr.—who
shared their deep Christian faith and their commitment to making a
difference. And then one day Leigh Anne met a homeless African-
American boy named Michael and decided that her family could be
his. She and her husband taught Michael what this book teaches all
of us: Everyone has a blind side, but a loving heart always sees a
path toward true charity. Michael Oher's improbable transformation
could never have happened if Leigh Anne and Sean Tuohy had not
opened their hearts to him. In this compelling, funny, and profoundly
inspiring book, In a Heartbeat, the Tuohys take us on an
extraordinary journey of faith and love—and teach us unforgettable
lessons about the power of giving.
The Old Girls' Network Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
A woman in the eye of danger...When Athena Bridges signed up for

college, her plans were to make new friends and collect experiences.
They did not include being caught in the crossfire in the raging war
between the government and a powerful drug lord.A man on the
brink of redemption...Webb Worthington didn't plan falling in love
again...especially not with the woman he's supposed to protect.But
when love has a clear shot, it aims, fires, and to hell with
consequences.When the stakes become nuclear and they're faced
with unimaginable loss, they have to choose between giving up or
fighting with everything they've got.*This is the conclusion to W, the
love story that has swept readers' hearts.
The Nation's Region Macmillan
*Bestselling Sports Romance and Coming of Age
Romance Novel*A disgraced athlete.A tortured soul.A
man betrayed.This is not your typical fighter story.In this
arena where fame and glory are at stake,One man seeks
to find the humanity he once possessed.He fights not for
honor but for redemption.He lives by these
rules.Break.Bleed.Fight.Live.For LOVE.*Warning: For
readers over 17 due to sexual situations and mature
language.
Ice Blue University of Georgia Press
Dictionaries Out of Order defies simple description. Its stories,
which intersect at Portland's "City of Books," range from the
silly to the sublime, veering expertly from philosophy to farce.
At its heart, the book is a love letter to the awesome and
mysterious power of words. As comical as it is profound, this
unique and unforgettable collection confirms that David
Michael Slater is one of the most versatile authors writing
today.
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